
AUTHORIZED USE LIST (AUL) REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SHEET 
 

NAVSUPPACT NAPLES FORM 5100/6 (Rev 2-20) 
 

 
CMD:    UIC:    DEPT:   
DIV:    W/C:    BLDG:      

      
1) Has the user determined if a safer (i.e., non-toxic, less flammable, green) alternative is available?  Explain. 

 
2) Describe the work process associated with the use of the HAZMAT listed above: 

a. Is the product applied “as is”? 
 [    ]Yes  [    ]No   Diluted in:  [   ]Water         [    ]Other (explain): 

b. What is the method of application/use?   
 [    ]Sprayed [    ]Brushed [   ]By hand   
 [    ]Poured directly into (explain):     [   ]Other (explain): 

c. How often is the product used?   
 [   ]One time  [    ]Daily [    ]Weekly [    ]Monthly [   ]Other (explain): 

d. How long does the application process last?   
 [    ]Minutes [    ]Hours  [   ]Other (explain): 

e. How much product is used during application?  
 [    ]Quarter of container [    ]Half container [    ]Full container [   ]Other (explain): 

f. Describe where the product is used.   
 [    ]Indoors [    ]Outdoors [   ]Hangar  [   ]Other (explain): 

g. Is there an installed ventilation system?   
 [    ]No   [    ]Yes (Explain): 

h. By whom will the product be used? (job title) 
i. Are the above mentioned persons properly trained? 

 [    ]Yes   [    ]No (Explain): 
j. Provide any other information about what or how the material will be used that was not covered. 

 
3) Waste generated by the use of this HAZMAT will be disposed of via the following waste stream(s): 

 
 

4) “I have read and I understand the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for the above HAZMAT.  All questions and 
concerns were fully explained.  I will ensure specific training is provided by the work place supervisor to 
all users of this HAZMAT prior to its introduction into the workplace.”  
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